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Abstract-The usage of train transport is enormous in

temperature and gas sensor to continuously monitoring
the values. When, the fire is detected the information
passing through the driver to control the spreading of
fire. The surveillance camera used to monitoring the
human activities and automatic sprinkler system to
reduce the fire. The safety systems help to find the fire
area and detect the human in prohibited areas.

our real time life and alike time the occurrence of fire
accident is immense. Since, the fire disaster is betiding to
inevitable accidents and man-made problems. This paper
will focus on detect and control the fire accident and
liberate operation for perfunctory in train. Using a various
sensors like temperature and gas sensor to unceasingly
monitoring in each compartments and passing the
information through Global System for Mobile
Communication (GSM). The automatic sprinkler system to
reduce the fire and surveillance camera to monitoring the
human actions during fire accidents as well as hostile
defection. The message passing to driver and nearby fire
station, the necessary help is arrived at the site. The main
objective of this system is to save human life and also
government property.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The consumer using a fire alarm more often times. But
the alarm has only to detect the fire and betoken the
necessary persons. The peoples want to more efficient
extinguisher one during fire accident.

2.1. Fire Alarm Device

Keywords: Automatic Sprinkler System, Temperature
sensor, Gas Sensor, Surveillance Camera, GSM

The alarm using like buzzer. The alarm to
betoken the sound automatically, which tells there is a
critical or emergency situation in that place. The
temperature and gas sensor has passing the information
for its normal value, the alarm is low conditions. If the
temperature and gas value is exceeded, the
microcontroller activates the alarm to high condition. So,
alarm bring the sounds and to warning the people, when
fire is detected.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today train transport is foremost part in our life, but
similarly the fire accident also occurs. The major reasons
for occurrence of fire is making fire and using easily
burning parameter, smoking, carrying gas cylinders and
kerosene, petrol, short circuit in wires. This type of
careless mistakes to making a fire. This type of fire due
to occur large amount of loss and human lives. So, these
papers introduce perfunctorily detecting fire and release
process system. Using this machinery to diminish the fire
accident during running train. The independent of this
project is to design the safeguard beside the fire in trains
and it through with the relief of embedded technology.

2.2. Automatic Sprinkler System
The fire Extinguisher using water by direct
application a flames and smoke which causes
refrigeration of offered process and prevents ignition of
contiguous combustibles. Initial flame growth stage is
most effectively easy to control the fire. Properly chosen
a sprinkler system will detect the fire to initiate the
alarm and reduce the fire within few minutes. Where
result has less damage and fire is controlled.

In surviving system only alert for during fire and reduce
fire using sprinkler system. But, there is nothing to help
human and also surveillance human activities and
expensive one. The proposed method using a Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs), using various sensors like
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The fire detection sensors like temperature and
gas sensor using this proposed system. The temperature
sensor to monitoring the temperature level and passing
the information. The gas sensor has detected the gas
value and passing the information. If the temperature
and gas value exceeded to passing the information to
driver, when fire is detected. If both sensor is monitoring
each compartment and updating values frequently to
personal computer (PC).

when fire is detected the information passing through
the engine driver and nearby fire station through GSM.

4. METHODOLOGY
This forth put work to implement fire detection and
rescue application perfunctory. In order to implement an
early extinguishing of fire detection and liberate
operation. If alert the passenger and all information
passing to necessary unit.

2.4. Surveillance Camera

4.1. Architecture of Fire Detection

Wireless security cameras are closed circuit
small screen cameras, which transfer a video and audio
signal to wireless receiver through a radio frequency.
Most wireless cameras need to at least one cable or wire
for power. Sometimes, cameras are battery power
making a camera for wire free one. It is a substance
actual widespread among modern security consumers
due to the low cost and easy to handle, flexible and
mounting option. It is impossible to install in standard
wired cameras.

The Architecture of the fire detection system
used to gadget automation. The proposed system
spontaneous fire detection in rail coaches is
premeditated and developed to undertake the numerous
task in hostileenvironment.

POWER
SUPPLY

2.5. GSM

PC

GAS SENSOR

GSM means Global System for Mobile
Communication. It is transmitting mobile voice and data
services. Compared to others GSM is low cost and high
quality speech, support for new services. It provides the
information for location, train number and compartment
for driver and as well as fire station during fire accident.

ALARM
TEMP
SENSOR

PIC16F877A
GSM
MODULE

SURVEILLANCE
CAMERA

3. PROCESS OVERVIEW

DRIVER

Now days, securing one’s owndom and life’s versus fire
are becoming more important. An effective method used
to monitoring as reduce to self standing and owndom
loss due to fire disasters. Perfunctory fire alarm system
is generally deployed in those sites in recent years. Many
fire detectors report their information to control the
Centre of a building. In existing method fire alarm
system classified in hard wired, uses many cables to
connect one to another. Users find it slovenly and
inconvenience to handle wires. This system cost effective
and installation is complicated. So, the users are satisfied
for simple fire alarm system that monitors and alerts in
case of emergency.

SPRINKLER
SYSTEM

Fig-1: Block Diagram of Perfunctory Fire Detection and
Liberate Operation system
Fig-1 show the block diagram of perfunctory fire
detection and liberate operation system. It is used a
Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) and GSM
technology to implement the perfunctory fire detection
system liberate system. This method using a major
Process in fire extinguisher system following as,

In this proposed system have to developed perfunctory
fire detection and liberate operation based on WSNs.
Using a various sensors like gas and temperature to
continuously monitoring and update the value to PC. The
surveillance camera to detect the human activities and
automatic sprinkler system used to reduce the fire loss,
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intimation of fire. Both temperature and gas sensor
value exceeded the information passing through
driver when the fire is detected.


Second process is automatic sprinkler system used
to prevent function of fire. Automatically to process
the sprinkler system to reduce the fire.



Third process is surveillance camera to monitoring
the human action and necessary alert to passengers.



Fourth process is GSM to passing the information to
driver to stop the train to spreading the fire and also
send the message to nearby fire station, necessary
help is arrived at site.

4.2. Working Flow Development
Start

Temp & Gas
Sensor

No

Fig-3: Design of Fire Avoiding System
Figure 3 shows schematic diagram of fire
avoiding system to provide proteus software and the
results are provided here.

If Temp>>
Gas>>

Gas>>
Yes
Message Send

Driver Stop the
Train
End

Fig-2: Flow Chart for Perfunctory Fire Detection and
Liberate System

5.RESULTS

Fig-4: Temperature and Gas Normal Condition
Fig-4 shows temperature and gas is normal
condition. The temperature has used as sensor and gas
sensor act as switch. If both value is normal condition
and safe passengers.
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Fig-7 shows Temperature value is updated
frequently. If both value is abnormal condition when the
fire is detected. So the information passing through
driver and as well as nearby station the necessary help is
arrived at site.

Fig-5: Temperature Exceeded
Fig-5 shows if the condition has possible only
the temperature value exceeded. The temperature and
gas value monitored if temperature value high to
indicating temperature is exceeded. Simultaneously the
both temperature and gas sensor sense values updated.
The temperature value is normal condition and the gas is
abnormal condition. So, the message passing to driver
gas is abnormal condition.

Fig-8: Display the fire detect message
Fig-8 shows the train under fire condition the
message passed by location, compartment number, train
number to driver and nearby station through wireless
network. Using GSM to convey the information for
essential unit. It can provide the helping unit for fire
locality area. To display the information about fire
recognition is helping to reduce the fire loss and
property loss.

6. CONCLUSION
Perfunctory fire detection based on WSN used a
developed protocol. The proposed system provides early
extinguishing of fire disaster to those damages to reduce.
The safety and security system achieved through this
system. To monitoring and control the information for
safety system and to surveillance Centre. This system
used to detect the human in prohibited areas. The main
objective of this system is to implement the fire
detection and rescue activities for perfunctory and used
surveillance camera to control the passenger and
message momentary through GSM. The necessary help is
arrived at the site and save human lives and properties.
Fig-7: Train under Fire Condition
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